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The viscoelastic properties of strongly coupled Yukawa liquids are characterized by computing the complex
shear viscosity 共兲. This is done using three methods of molecular-dynamics simulation: equilibrium, nonequilibrium, and Langevin dynamics, all with a mutually repulsive Yukawa interparticle potential. A change
from viscous to elastic response is observed with increasing frequency, as well as a decrease of the magnitude
of the viscosity with increasing frequency. The Langevin simulation reveals that the dependence of the complex viscosity on the friction has a different character for hot and cool liquids. At  = 0, we find that as friction
increases, the viscosity diminishes at high temperature but increases at low temperature. In addition to finding
its frequency dependence, we also derive the wave-number 共length-scale兲 dependence of the shear viscosity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Viscoelasticity is the term used to describe how soft materials have both viscous and elastic properties. Viscosity describes an energy-loss mechanism, while elasticity involves
energy storage. Most soft materials are viscoelastic since
they exhibit both dissipative and elastic responses to disturbances.
A common way of characterizing viscoelasticity is decomposing the frequency-dependent viscosity into its real
and imaginary components

共兲 = ⬘共兲 − i⬙共兲.

共1兲

The real part ⬘共兲 corresponds to viscous dissipation and
the imaginary part ⬙共兲 corresponds to elasticity. The static
viscosity 共0兲 = ⬘共0兲 is intended for steady-flow patterns
and its value is not accurate for flows with rapid time variations or short-scale lengths.
The system we consider consists of a collection of mutually repulsive charged particles that interact with a Yukawa
共screened Coulomb兲 potential  ⬀ 共1 / r兲e−r/D 共where D is
the screening length兲. Physical systems modeled this way
include dusty plasmas and colloidal suspensions, which are
both multiphase systems consisting of small particles of solid
matter immersed in a partially ionized medium. The medium
is either gas or liquid, whose molecules collide randomly
with the solid particles, causing a frictional damping of the
movement of the solid particles.
The collection of charged particles that we consider is
termed a “strongly coupled plasma” when the interparticle
potential energy exceeds the particle kinetic energy. This
condition is quantified by the coupling parameter ⌫
= Q2 / 4⑀0akT, where Q is the charge of the particles, T is
the temperature, and a = 共3 / 4n兲1/3 is the Wigner-Seitz radius for a number density n. When ⌫ ⬎ 1, we have a strongly
coupled plasma, and collectively the particles behave like
liquids or solids, with frequent collisions among neighboring
particles. Two common types of strongly coupled plasmas
are Yukawa systems 共 = a / D ⬎ 0, such as the one we model
here兲 and the Coulomb one-component plasma 共 = 0兲.
1539-3755/2010/81共5兲/056404共9兲

Transport properties of strongly coupled single- and multicomponent plasmas have attracted considerable interest
during the past decades. The “static” 共i.e., zero-frequency兲
shear viscosity  of these systems has been calculated by
several authors and by means of a variety of theoretical and
computational approaches 关1–14兴. A distinctive feature of the
viscosity of both Coulomb and Yukawa liquids is a minimum
at a certain temperature 共or coupling, ⌫min兲, unlike for most
other liquids. This minimum arises from two mechanisms
that contribute to the viscosity, described as the kinetic and
potential terms, which vary oppositely with temperature 关7兴.
Much of the current theoretical interest in viscosity of
Yukawa systems has been stimulated by recent dusty plasma
experiments, which have been performed with both twodimensional monolayers and three-dimensional suspensions.
Viscosity is different in two dimensions 共2D兲 and three dimensions 共3D兲, although in both cases there is a ⌫min for
Yukawa systems. The viscosity and viscoelastic properties of
2D and quasi-2D suspensions have been investigated by several experimenters 关15–25兴. In 关19兴, two counterpropagating
laser beams were used to create a shear flow in a single dust
layer in a plane Couette configuration, while in 关24兴 a single
laser beam was used to establish a shear flow in a multilayer
dust system. In both experiments, the measured particle velocity profiles have been fitted to the solution of the NavierStokes equation, which provided kinematic viscosity values
comparable to those obtained by MD simulations. NonNewtonian behavior 共shear thinning兲 of dust liquids has also
been observed experimentally 关15,16兴 and in MD simulations 关14,26兴. In 关20兴, the shear elastic modulus of the plasma
crystal and the viscosity contribution due to elasticity in the
plasma liquid were estimated in an experiment carried out in
magnetic field that caused a differential rotation of the particle cloud. Such combined viscous and elastic, i.e., viscoelastic, behavior of materials is an important topic of rheology and is often studied in material science.
The response to an oscillating shear characterizes the interaction at the molecular 共or particle兲 level and the transport
of momentum at different frequencies. At a microscopic
scale, molecules remain attached to the same neighbors for a
certain time, and during that time, they will rebound when
disturbed and the microscopic motion will be elastic. At
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longer time scales, due to thermal motions, a molecule can
slip past its neighbors, irreversibly changing its location, and
this contributes to viscosity. Thus, for most liquids, one expects elastic behavior to dominate at short-time scales and
viscous behavior at long-time scales. The same is expected
for spatial scales: elasticity in a liquid, which arises from
molecules that rebound when disturbed in their position relative to their neighbors, will be limited to small distances on
the order of the molecular spacing, whereas at long hydrodynamic distances, viscous behavior will dominate. Simulations are useful for studying these processes that occur at
time and distance scales that are too small to be accessible
for most experimental methods.
Here, our aim is to extend previous simulation efforts and
to contribute to the understanding of the microscopic background of the viscoelastic response of Yukawa liquids. We
calculate the frequency dependence, 共兲, and the lengthscale dependence, 共k兲, of the shear viscosity for 3D Yukawa
liquids using three simulation methods:
共1兲 An equilibrium molecular-dynamics 共EMD兲 simulation under steady and uniform conditions, where the microscopic fluctuations are used to compute viscosity.
共2兲 A nonequilibrium molecular-dynamics 共NEMD兲 simulation with an applied oscillatory shear, where viscosity is
determined from the resulting response, as measured in the
time-dependent pressure tensor 关27兴.
共3兲 A Langevin dynamics 共LD兲 simulation, which includes
friction and random forces to model the effect of collisions
of background gas molecules with the charged particles of
the Yukawa system.
Testing for agreement of the EMD and NEMD methods
will serve the dual purposes of validating the codes and affirming the physical relationship between transport coefficients derived from microscopic observations both with and
without macroscopic perturbations. Comparing the EMD and
LD simulations will reveal the influence that randomizing
collisions have on the complex viscosity. Details of these
simulation techniques are presented in Secs. II and III, while
results are presented in Sec. IV and summarized in Sec. V.
II. SIMULATION METHODS

In this section, we present the methods used in our simulations. This is, however, preceded by the definition of normalized units that will be used in the paper.
A. Units

For 共inverse兲 temperature and screening length, we use
the dimensionless parameters ⌫ and , which have already
been introduced. Further normalized units are indicated by
bars over the symbols:
共i兲 Length: r̄ = r / a.
共ii兲 Wave number: k̄ = ka.
¯ =  /  p, where  p = 共nQ2 / ⑀0m兲1/2 is the
共iii兲 Frequency: 
plasma frequency and m is the mass of a particle.
共iv兲 Correlation functions: C̄共t兲 = C共t兲 / C共0兲.
共v兲 Shear rate: ¯␥ = 共dvx / dy兲共a / v0兲, where v0 = 共2kT / m兲1/2
is the thermal velocity.

共vi兲 Friction: ¯ =  /  p.
共vii兲 Viscosity: ¯ =  / mn pa2.
We note that some authors have used other normalizations, for example, the Einstein frequency instead of the
plasma frequency when normalizing viscosity, e.g., 关7兴. The
Einstein frequency corresponds to the harmonic motion of a
particle trapped in a stationary cage consisting of its nearest
neighbors.
B. Frequency dependence

Viscosity arises from shear stress, which is represented by
the off-diagonal elements of the pressure tensor P. To investigate the frequency dependence of viscosity, 共兲, we will
allow the pressure tensor to vary with time, P共t兲, either due
to microscopic fluctuations under equilibrium conditions 共in
our EMD and LD simulations兲 or due to an applied oscillating shear 共in our NEMD simulation兲. Making use of simulations that track the positions and velocities of all particles as
a function of time, we compute the shear stress Pxy共t兲 as
N

Pxy = 兺
i=1

冋

N

册

1
xij y ij  共rij兲
mvixviy − 兺
,
2 j⫽i rij  rij

共2兲

where N is the number of particles, rij = 兩rij兩 = 兩ri − r j兩
= 兩共xij , y ij兲兩. From this shear stress, we will obtain the viscosity . The different ways this is done in our simulation approaches are described next.
1. Equilibrium EMD simulation

In all our simulations, we integrate the equation of motion
for particles to yield time histories of the positions and velocities of all particles. For our EMD simulation, the equation of motion of a particle i is
N

dvi
= − Q 兺 ⵜij ,
m
dt
j⫽i

共3兲

where ij is the potential, for a binary Yukawa interaction, at
the position of particle i due to particle j. In this equilibrium
simulation, there are no externally applied forces. Boundary
conditions are periodic and the simulation volume is a cube
with edges of length L. Particles are initialized at random
positions, and after the motion thermalizes, we record the
time series of particle positions and velocities. No thermostat
is used during the data-recording period.
After recording particle positions, we compute the shear
stress, i.e., the off-diagonal element of the pressure tensor,
using Eq. 共2兲. We also compute the other off-diagonal elements Pxz共t兲 and Pyz共t兲.
Next, we calculate the autocorrelation function of the
shear stress
C共t兲 = 具Pxy共t兲Pxy共0兲典.

共4兲

Exploiting the symmetry of this simulation in the x, y, and z
directions, we also compute C共t兲 for the other off-diagonal
elements and average them to improve the signal-to-noise
ratio.
Finally, the complex viscosity 共兲 = ⬘共兲 − i⬙共兲 is
computed from C共t兲 using the generalized Green-Kubo re-
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where V = L is the simulation volume. In practice, we replace the infinite integration limit with a finite time. Recognizing that C共t兲 should remain positive in principle, but at
large time it fluctuates about zero due to the finite system
size, we choose the limit as the time when this noisy C共t兲
first crosses zero.
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2. Nonequilibrium NEMD simulation

共6兲

Here, p̃ = 共p̃x , p̃y兲 is the peculiar momentum of particles, x̂ is
the unit vector in the x direction, and ␣ is the Gaussian
thermostat multiplier. The above set of equations is solved
using an operator-splitting technique 关31兴. For static conditions 共 = 0兲, the method would yield the static viscosity,
computed as  = −具Pxy典 / ␥ in the limit of long recording time
共t → ⬁兲 关30兴.
The method of computing  must be adapted for our case,
where the applied shear ␥共t兲 is modulated 关27兴 with time
according to

␥共t兲 = ␥0 cos共t兲.
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For our NEMD method, we choose the homogeneous
shear algorithm 关30兴, which simulates a planar Couette flow.
In this method, a shear is applied along one of the principal
directions, perpendicularly to two opposite faces of the simulation cube. The other four faces of the cube do not have any
applied shear. This method has frequently been used in studies of the viscosity parameters of liquids and is based on the
Gaussian thermostated SLLOD equations of motion 共6兲 in
conjunction with the Lees-Edwards 共sliding兲 periodic boundary conditions 共for details, see 关30兴兲. The equations of motion are

360

1

- Px y [a.u.]

1
共兲 =
VkT

2

0

γ / γ0

lation. Unlike in the case of the usual Green-Kubo relation,
which is used to compute the static viscosity by integrating
C共t兲 over time, here we seek the frequency-dependent viscosity. This is done using the Laplace-Fourier transform of
C共t兲 关28,29兴

共7兲

Since we use a harmonic modulation of ␥共t兲, the resulting
shear stress 共the off-diagonal element of the pressure tensor兲
also becomes a periodic function of the time. We calculate
the complex , Eq. 共1兲, in three steps. First, we calculate the
modulus 兩共兲兩 as the ratio of the harmonic amplitude of
Pxy共t兲 and the amplitude of the applied shear ␥0. The amplitude of Pxy共t兲 is measured simply from its time series, for
example, as in Fig. 1共a兲. Second, we compute the phase
angle of −Pxy共t兲 from a cross correlation of −Pxy共t兲 with the
applied shear, i.e., the two time series shown in Fig. 1共a兲. We
note that this phase is the same as for . Third, we combine
the modulus and phase of  to yield the full complex value
of .

FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Time-dependent shear rate 关␥共t兲 / ␥0
= cos共t兲, right scale兴 and off-diagonal element of the pressure tensor 共−Pxy, left scale兲 at ⌫ = 100 and  = 1 for a series of perturbation
¯ . 共b兲 Phase delay  between the excitation and the
frequencies 
response of the system as a function of the frequency of the applied
shear. We will compute ⬘ and ⬙ for a given value of  using both
the modulus 兩兩 computed as the ratio of the amplitudes of the −Pxy
and ␥ wave forms shown in 共a兲 and the phase found in 共b兲.

In Fig. 1, we note that the response of the system, −Pxy共t兲,
lags behind the excitation ␥共t兲. The phase angle  for this lag
is plotted in Fig. 1共b兲. We see that it increases with the applied frequency, approaching a 90° lag at a high applied frequency . This phase lag indicates a transition from viscous
to elastic response as frequency is increased. We also see in
Fig. 1共a兲 that the amplitude of Pxy共t兲 decreases with increasing frequency; this indicates that 兩兩 decreases with frequency. These are two of the main properties of the viscoelastic system: as the applied frequency increases, there is
a transition from viscous to elastic response and the magnitude of the  diminishes. 共We will soon confirm the transition to elastic behavior in a more intuitive way using plots of
⬘共兲 and ⬙共兲 obtained from the EMD simulation兲.
Note that in these results for the NEMD,  is always an
applied frequency. This is unlike the case of the EMD simulation where  is the variable in the Laplace-Fourier transform, Eq. 共5兲.
3. Langevin simulation

The Langevin simulation is similar to the EMD simulation, except that frictional damping and random forces are
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included in the equation of motion. The friction and random
forces model the effect of random collisions of gas molecules with the charged particles. The equation of motion for
a particle i is
N

dvi
= − Q 兺 ⵜij − mv + R,
m
dt
j⫽i

共8兲

where ij is the Yukawa interaction potential,  is the frictional damping, and R is a random force. The damping term
−mv accounts for the average effect of collisions with gas
molecules, while the stochastic force R emulates the individual random kicks in these collisions. In solving the above
equation, we follow the Beeman-like method of 关32,33兴.
During the course of the simulation, we measure the offdiagonal elements of the pressure tensor and apply the generalized Green-Kubo relation to derive the complex viscosity, as in our EMD simulations.
C. Wave-number dependence

To find the wave-number dependence of viscosity, 共k兲,
we use the particle time series to calculate the transverse
microscopic current, xy,
N

xy共k,t兲 = 兺 vxjeiky j .

共9兲

j=1

We also compute yx, xz, zx, zy, and yz and we will exploit
the symmetry of the EMD simulation by averaging these six
functions to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Data for  are
collected in the same EMD simulation runs as for the elements of P.
Following the method of 关34,35兴, we next compute the
autocorrelation function of the transverse current
CT共k̄,t兲 = 具xy共k̄,t兲ⴱxy共k̄,0兲典,

共10兲

and finally, according to Eq. 共7兲 of 关35兴, the wave-numberdependent viscosity as

共k̄兲 =

nm
k2

冋冕

⬁

0

C̄T共k̄,t兲dt

册

−1

,

共11兲

where C̄T共k̄ , t兲 = CT共k̄ , t兲 / CT共k̄ , 0兲. The infinite integration
limit in Eq. 共11兲 is replaced in our calculation with  pt
= 800.
Because of the finite width L of our simulation cube, we
will evaluate all functions of wave number at discrete values.
Allowed values of k are integer multiples of 2 / L, and for
the normalized wave number k̄, allowed values are multiples
of k̄min = 2a / L. Our results for 共k̄ , t兲, CT共k̄ , t兲, and 共k̄兲 are
evaluated at these discrete values.
III. SIMULATION PARAMETERS

The physical parameters that are the inputs to the simulation are primarily ⌫ and . For most of the results reported in
Sec. IV, we will use only  = 1, which is a value typical for
dusty plasma experiments. For the NEMD simulations, the

¯
physical parameters also include the frequency  共or 
=  / p in dimensionless units兲 and the amplitude of the applied shear ¯␥.
Numerical parameters in the simulations include the particle number N, the time step and length of the simulation
runs, and a cutoff radius for computing the interparticle
forces. As is often the case with three-dimensional simulations, the computational cost requires that we use a rather
small simulation volume. Most of our EMD simulations are
carried out using N = 2197 particles, which corresponds to a
length L ⬵ 21a for the computational box. To check for
system-size effects, we repeated some of our EMD and
NEMD runs with an 8 times larger system size, N = 17 576.
The time step was ⌬t ⱕ 0.03/  p. At the beginning of the
simulation, we waited for the system to thermalize before
recording data; this waiting period was 105 time steps in the
case of N = 2197 particles. We then recorded data for 106
time steps. In the case of 17 576 particles, data were recorded for 5 ⫻ 105 time steps.
In the NEMD simulations, we apply a desired perturbation frequency. We repeated the simulation for various values
¯ ⱕ 1.6. Before recording data, we waited
in the range 0 ⱕ 
for the system to reach a steady oscillation; this waiting time
was 200 cycles, i.e., t = 400. We then recorded data for the
next 400 perturbation cycles. Results from the NEMD simulation 共shear stress and viscosity兲 represent averages over
these 400 cycles. An 8 times larger system was also simulated with this method for a few parameter combinations; for
these runs, the number of measurement cycles ranged between 300 and 400.
For the Langevin simulation, we specify the friction  and
the corresponding magnitude of the random force in Eq. 共8兲.
We chose frictional damping values in the range 0.001ⱕ ¯
ⱕ 0.3, which includes values of interest for dusty plasma
experiments 关36,37兴. We used 2197 particles. The length of
data recording was 106 time steps, following a waiting period
of 105 time steps.
As a validity check for our EMD and Langevin simulations, we verified that the conditions of our simulations reasonably modeled thermal equilibrium. We calculated the
variance in the time series for temperature and compared this
to the canonical fluctuation level for a finite-size thermodynamic system 关38兴. We found that our variance was satisfactory, exceeding the canonical level by less than 1%.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Frequency dependence

One of our chief results is the frequency dependence of
the complex viscosity 共兲, which we evaluate in terms of
the real part 共viscosity兲 ⬘共兲 and imaginary part 共elasticity兲
⬙共兲. Results from both our EMD and NEMD simulations
are presented in Fig. 2. All results are for  = 1. Results from
the NEMD simulation are shown as data points because they
were performed at specific frequencies for the applied shear,
while the data for the EMD simulations are shown as smooth
curves as functions of . 共For the NEMD simulations,  is a
specified excitation frequency, while for the other two simu-
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 Complex viscosity ¯共兲 = ¯⬘共兲
− i¯⬙共兲 from our EMD and NEMD simulations. Results are shown
for different values of the coupling parameter, always at  = 1. EMD
results in conjunction with the generalized Green-Kubo relation:
solid blue line: real part; dashed red line: imaginary part. NEMD
results with N = 2197 particles: filled blue squares: real part; filled
red circles: imaginary part. NEMD results with N = 17 576 particles:
open up triangles: real part; open down triangles: imaginary part.
For comparison, the stars indicate static ¯共0兲 NEMD results from
Ref. 关14兴.

lation methods, it is a continuous variable resulting from the
Fourier transform of the time series data.兲
One reason that it is useful to perform both EMD and
NEMD simulations is that their results can be compared as a
validation test. Examining Fig. 2, we find good agreement
between these methods: the data points for NEMD coincide
with the smooth curves for EMD. The EMD data shown in
Fig. 2 are averages of eight simulation runs, while the
NEMD data originate from single simulation runs at the
given frequencies.
Another reason to compare NEMD and EMD simulations
is to affirm the physical relationship between transport coefficients derived with and without the presence of macroscopic gradients. While the equations of motion in the two
methods are very similar, the viscosity is computed from the
pressure tensor at quite different conditions, with 共NEMD兲
and without 共EMD兲 macroscopic shear. The agreement seen
in Fig. 2 affirms that viscosity derived both ways have the
same values, for all frequencies studied here.
We find that the dissipative 共real兲 part of the viscosity ¯⬘
decreases with frequency. This is observed in Fig. 2 for all ⌫
values that we tested.
The elastic 共imaginary兲 part ¯⬙ at first increases with frequency well below the plasma frequency  p. It then has a
maximum and diminishes with frequency. The maximum of
¯⬙ is most definitive for high ⌫, while for lower values of ⌫,
we find that ¯⬙ flattens within the frequency range studied. In
general, the maximum occurs at a frequency that decreases
with ⌫.
For the frequency dependence of the viscosity, we have
carried out different validation tests:
共1兲 We note agreement of our results with previously re¯ → 0,
ported simulations for static viscosity. In the limit of 
our results for the real part ⬘ agree with NEMD results 关14兴
for static viscosity, indicated with a star in the panels of Fig.
2.
¯ = 0.3, 0.9, and 1.5兲, we
共2兲 For selected frequencies 共
have also run the NEMD code with N = 17 576 particles;
agreement between these data in Fig. 2 shows no significant
system-size effects.
共3兲 Comparison of the results of our EMD simulations
carried out with N = 2197 and 17 576 particles for selected
共⌫ , 兲 pairs, displayed in Fig. 3, shows no significant systemsize effects.
To reveal the richness of the dependence of  on both ⌫
and , we present Fig. 4. The viscous part ⬘ and elastic
parts ⬙ are shown as color maps in the top and bottom
panels, respectively, for many more values of ⌫ than in Fig.
2. For the viscous part ⬘, we find that the minimum viscosity at low frequency vanishes at higher frequencies. To see
this, we direct the reader’s attention to vertical profiles in
¯ Ⰶ 1, the viscosity has a minipanel 共a兲: at low frequency 
mum with respect to ⌫, at ⌫ ⬇ 30 as was previously known,
¯ ⬎ 0.3, this minimum vanishes
but for higher frequencies 
and the viscous part ⬘ decays monotonically with ⌫.
We can identify an underlying physical reason for the
disappearance of the minimum viscosity ⬘ in Fig. 4. Recall
that the Green-Kubo approach offers the insight that the viscosity has two major contributions, kinetic and potential. In
the static case  = 0, it is well known that these terms vary
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FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 Complex viscosity ¯共⌫ , 兲 from our
EMD simulations for 5 ⱕ ⌫ ⱕ 200 and  = 1. 共a兲 Viscous part ¯⬘. 共b兲
Elastic part ¯⬙.
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FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Complex viscosity ¯共兲 = ¯⬘共兲
− i¯⬙共兲 from our EMD simulations for different values of the coupling and screening parameters. N = 2197 particles: solid blue line:
real part; dashed red line: imaginary part. N = 17 576 particles: open
up triangles: real part; open down triangles: imaginary part. Stars
indicate static ¯共0兲 NEMD results from Ref. 关14兴.

oppositely with ⌫: the kinetic term is large for high temperatures 共low ⌫兲 and diminishes as the temperature is reduced,
while the potential term has the opposite dependences. For
the static case, a minimum viscosity occurs approximately
where these two contributions are equal. Our result here is
that this minimum vanishes at higher frequency and the viscosity ⬘ varies inversely with ⌫. This inverse dependence
indicates that at high , the kinetic term is dominant for all
values of ⌫. In other words, we find that the potential term
¯ increases above unity, i.e., as 
becomes insignificant as 
increases above  p. For the elastic part, ¯⬙, we find in Fig.
4共b兲 that it too has minimum with respect to ⌫ at low frequencies. As it was for the viscous part ¯⬘, this minimum
vanishes at higher frequencies. The clarification of this complex behavior of ¯⬘ and ¯⬙ could be well aided by an ana-

lytical model, which is beyond the scope of this paper.
We next explore the effects of friction and random forces
as revealed by our LD 共Langevin dynamics兲 simulation. Figures 5共a兲 and 5共b兲 compare the results for ¯共兲 from the LD
and the frictionless EMD simulation, for  = 1. Here, the friction level was chosen to have a relatively high value ¯ = 0.3.
For the higher-temperature case of ⌫ = 10 in panel 共a兲, the
effect is mostly to reduce the elastic part ¯⬙ for all frequencies and the viscous part ¯⬘ at low frequencies. For the
lower-temperature case of ⌫ = 100 in panel 共b兲, the effects of
friction and random forces have a greater frequency dependence: the viscous and elastic parts are both suppressed at
high frequencies and enhanced at low frequencies, as compared to the frictionless case.
Since the most profound effects of friction are shown in
Figs. 5共a兲 and 5共b兲 to occur at low frequencies, we examine
the  = 0 case more closely in panel 共c兲. The effect of damping is small for values ¯ ⱗ 10−2 where ¯共0兲 is almost constant, but it becomes progressively more profound at higherdamping values. This profound dependence on damping rate
has opposite tendencies for high and low ⌫.
The physical reason for this contrasting behavior is the
opposite response of the kinetic and potential contributions
to the viscosity on the increased friction. We found that in
our simulations, the kinetic term decreases with increasing
friction, while the potential term does the opposite and increases with increasing friction. This result is in agreement
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FIG. 6. 共Color online兲 Normalized transverse current autocorrelation functions C̄T共k̄ , t兲 for 共a兲 ⌫ = 10 and 共b兲 ⌫ = 100 for a series of
wave numbers. Note the appearance of a negative peak at higher
wave numbers in 共b兲.
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FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 LD and EMD results compared for the
complex viscosity ¯共兲 = ¯⬘共兲 − i¯⬙共兲. In 共a兲 and 共b兲, results for
finite friction ¯ = 0.3 are from LD and are shown with thick lines,
while ¯ = 0 results from EMD are shown with thin lines 共solid lines:
real part; dashed lines: imaginary part兲. Results are presented for
⌫ = 10 in 共a兲 and for a lower-temperature case ⌫ = 100 in 共b兲. In 共c兲,
the friction dependence at zero frequency of the viscous part ¯⬘共0兲
is shown to depend differently on damping, depending on whether
the value of ⌫ is high or low. The latter effect is attributed to the
opposite roles of the kinetic and potential terms. Stars are data
points for the ¯ = 0 NEMD results from Ref. 关14兴.

with the earlier findings of 关13兴. While the origin of this
behavior is discussed in the papers of Ramazanov and
Dzhumagulova 关13兴 and in Vorona et al. 关39兴, we feel that
additional simulation and theoretical efforts are required to
uncover the underlying physical effects.

We now turn to the dependence of viscosity on wave
number. We will first present our results for the autocorrelation functions of the transverse current and identify their
physically significant features. We will then use these autocorrelation functions to compute the viscosity and its dependence on wave number.
Autocorrelation functions of the transverse current from
our EMD simulation are presented in Fig. 6. As mentioned in
Sec. II C, allowed wave numbers in our simulation cube of
finite size L are at discrete values. They are integer multiples
of k̄min = 2a / L ⬵ 0.3.
We find that our autocorrelation function decays, but not
exactly exponentially with time. Previous simulations for
non-Yukawa liquids 关34兴 showed monotonic decreases of CT
at small time and high temperatures that is often compared to
the theoretical predictions for a hydrodynamic approximation. In this hydrodynamic approximation, an exponential decay C̄T = exp共−¯k̄2 pt兲 is anticipated. This prediction, when
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find good agreement with our previous NEMD results for
¯共k̄兲 at small k̄, lending confidence to our ¯共k̄兲.
V. SUMMARY
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FIG. 7. 共Color online兲 Wave-number dependence of the static
viscosity obtained from the EMD simulation for different values of
the coupling parameter and  = 1. NEMD refers to viscosity values
obtained with the homogeneous shear algorithm 关14兴.

it is obeyed, is sometimes used to fit the correlation function
and thereby compute the viscosity . We do not attempt to
find  in this manner because the monotonic decay at small
time in our results in Fig. 6 is exponential only at low wave
numbers. However, for a combination of higher wave numbers and low temperatures, the autocorrelation functions generally show a nonmonotonic feature: a negative peak. We
verified that the negative peak is not a spurious result by
performing a system-size check 共with an 8 times increased
number of particles, N = 17 576 at  = 2 and 3兲. Previous authors have interpreted this negative peak as the signature of
transverse 共shear兲 waves 关34兴.
We now compute the shear viscosity  from the autocorrelation of the transverse current, CT共k̄ , t兲, using Eq. 共11兲.
The results in Fig. 7 reveal a monotonic decay of 共k̄兲. At
high wave numbers, this decay nearly obeys a power law:
¯ ⬀ 1 / k̄ for small ⌫ and a more rapid ¯ ⬀ 1 / k̄2 for large ⌫.
As a validation, we compare our results at small k̄, i.e.,
long wavelength, to the previously reported literature for the
static viscosity. These previously reported static values,
which were determined 关14兴 using an NEMD simulation at
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We have investigated the complex viscosity 共兲 and the
wave-number-dependent viscosity 共k兲 of 3D Yukawa liquids, which are measures of the viscoelasticity of the medium. They were computed using 共i兲 an EMD simulation
under steady and uniform conditions, 共ii兲 a NEMD simulation with an applied oscillatory shear, and 共iii兲 a LD simulation, which includes the effect of the background environment of gas and plasma on the Yukawa system. The
equilibrium simulation made it possible to derive 共兲 via
the generalized Green-Kubo relation, while the nonequilibrium approach that applies a harmonic perturbation to
the system provided the modulus and the phase of the
complex viscosity. We have observed the change from viscous to elastic response with increasing frequency, as well
as a decrease of the magnitude of the viscosity with increasing frequency. Both the elastic and viscous parts of the
viscosity have a minimum with respect to ⌫ at low frequency, but these minima vanish at higher frequency. The
Langevin simulation revealed the dependence of the complex
viscosity on the friction: we have found that with increasing
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